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Welcome to our Island! Inevitably, your initial emotion will be the same as that of Christopher
Columbus upon his first setting eyes on this exquisite oasis of natural beauty; utter astonishment.

With its incomparable, unexplored beaches and exotic foliage, the Dominican Republic offers the ideal vacation
experience; not only does it boast year round tropical sunshine, but also a variety of contrasting natural environments.
You can either; bathe in its turquoise crystal clear warm oceans and curl your toes in the never-ending white sand
beaches or adventurously explore its tropical jungles, ice cold rivers and exotic mountain range, or do it all!

Puerto Plata
Due to the effects the sun made on the water as he approached it, on the North Coast of the Island
Puerto Plata or “port of silver” was given its name by Christopher Columbus. Walking through the town
of Puerto Plata you will experience and enjoy the everyday life of the locals with their colorful roadside
shops offering anything from beautiful Amber and Larimar jewelry to local traditional souvenirs. Take
the opportunity to sit in the park, sip from a fresh coconut, visit one of the historic sites and bask in
the warm hospitable nature of the Puertoplatenos making this a truly unforgettable experience.

Punta Cana
If the Dominican Republic is known for its beautiful beaches, clear ocean waters and sunny blue skies, then Punta
Cana is the culmination of all that is perfect about the island. Punta Cana is part of the newly created Punta CanaBavaro-Veron-Macao municipal district in La Altagracia,the easternmost province of the Dominican Republic. The area
is best known for its long stretches of white sandy beaches and turquoise Caribbean waters. This popular destination is
bordered to the north by the village and beach of Cabeza de Toro and the Bavaro and El Cortecito beaches famous for
their pristine beauty. Because of its beauty, Punta Cana-Bavaro has attracted a group of mega-resorts which provide
an eclectic variety of architecture and interior design inspired by Spanish, Mexican and native Dominican cultures.

Areas bordering Punta Cana include Cap Cana to the south and the original tiny fishing-village of Cabo San
Rafael. A 330 foot high cliff is located more to the south, near the town of Boca de Yuma, a fishing village dated
from the 16th century. Nearby, you can find the Ponce de Leon’s Fortress, in the town of San Rafael del Yuma.
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Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club
...a name synonymous with the ultimate in luxury and service. What makes up
luxury? It could be a number of things ranging from world class service, magnificent
surroundings, elegant interior decoration or fine cuisine. But more often than not,
it is a complex combination of all these…plus more. At LHVC, we are dedicated
to a more encompassing definition of luxury... which is why we provide a
Luxury ALL-IN concept. We are dedicated to this entirely new definition of luxury. We invite
you to explore just what makes LHVC’s Luxury ALL-IN concept unique...

We will be pleased to welcome you back again and throughout your
entire stay, we will do our utmost to make sure your every need is
taken care of. Ultimately it is essential that this experience be unique
and authentic assuring that you return home with lasting, treasured
memories. Your vacation MUST be nothing less than exceptional and
we are here to accomplish just that.

welcome

home

Once we have settled you into your chosen accommodation, be it a
luxurious Villa or Suite, take some time to get reacquainted with all
your fabulous V.I.P areas, greet the recognizable friendly faces that
have been waiting for you and familiarize yourselves with all the
new benefits and V.I.P areas we are perpetually introducing to your
Vacation Club.

Now...relaxation and adventure await you so enjoy your stay, try and
maximize this precious time with family and friends...frankly though,
you may never want to leave!

your v.i.p

privileges
Part of the enchantment of
being a V.I.P Member is
the extraordinary world
of privileges that you have
entered. Each is intended
to enhance all aspects of
your vacation.

v.i .p pri vi leges

benefits of membership

This special concept is designed to give you all you could want in your membership! The concept includes: Fine Cuisine,
Exclusive Facilities and Amenities, Attentive Service and more…
And when it comes to exceeding expectations, that is just what Lifestyle is known for! Our portfolio of restaurants includes:
Gourmet, Steak & Seafood, Dominican, Indian, Asia Fusion, Italian, Mexican, and a signature Brazilian Churrascaria
restaurant. It’s simply another outstanding vacation experience from Lifestyle.
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Resorts include:
The Tropical
The Crown Suites

The Crown Villas
The Residence Suites

Cofresi Palm Beach & Spa Resort:
Spa Suites
Family Friendly Rooms

The Royal Suites
Presidential Suites

Oceanside Suites
Residence Rooms

The Royal Villas

Oceanview Penthouses

Luxury All-IN Plan Includes:
• Privileged use of all restaurants, bars and facilities at the Resort (V.I.P areas and services exclusive for Members)
•

24-hour food and beverages available in select locations

•

All meals – access to breakfast, lunch and dinner in any of our open restaurants on property (some restaurants require advance reservations)

•

8 V.I.P Exclusive restaurants

• 	12 All Guest restaurants for a la carte dining (reservations may be required) including 2 International Buffet restaurants (no reservations required)
•

Daytime and late snacks located throughout the property, including 11 V.I.P Lite Fare Bars

• 	Includes: House Wine with Meals, plus Beer, Spirits, Cocktails, Juices, and Soft Drinks are available from 13 All Guest and 15 V.I.P Bars
located throughout the Property.

v.i .p pri vi leges

With your Lifestyle
membership, along with
exclusive restaurants,
come a host of additional
privileges created for
Members-Only!

a

world

These benefits embody both luxury and service, and include
items such as:
The Lifestyle Tower is an impressive four-story building dedicated to the Lifestyle Holidays Vacation
Club and exclusive for Members, features V.I.P and Member Services offices, two floors for LHVC
presentations, AZUL (a V.I.P Member restaurant) and Anja’s Lounge. The roof of this high-tech, modern
structure is a landing pad for the LHVC helicopter, which transports V.I.P Members.
Exclusive Beaches with lavish beach beds, hammocks, cool water jet tubs, international bar with top
shelf options and specialty snack areas.
• 	 V.I.P NV Beach
• 	 V.I.P Lifestyle Beach
• 	 Déjà View Beach (for Shareholders)
• 	 V.I.P Serenity Beach
• 	 V.I.P Harmony Beach
• 	 V.I.P Beach

of v.i.p

Exclusive Pool The V.I.P Pool is set in a sumptuous environment conducive to lazing in a place that is
both relaxed, and upscale; while being pampered with pool side drink and snack service.
Exclusive Bars and Entertainment
V.I.P Sports Bar Serving up specialty drinks, snacks and the latest in sports news from a multitude of TVs
that can be seen from anywhere in the room, this nod to all popular sports is a great place for V.I.P
Members to come, kick back and cheer for your favorite team.
The SPOT Located on the balcony level of the V.I.P Pool, The Spot offers a cutting edge environment
with the popular Hookah bar concept. This is a place where Members can kick back and try
something new and a little bit daring.
Additional V.I.P Privileges include:
• 	 Helicopter transfers (VP) (S) (SH)
• 	 Limousine transfers (VG) (VP) (S) (SH) (PS)
• 	 Golf Cart in Villas (VG) (VP) (*S) (*SH) (**PS)
• 	 Private Gourmet BBQ (VP) (S) (SH)
• 	 Ocean World passes (VG) (VP) (S) (SH) (PS)

• 	 International beverages delivered to Villa (VG)
(VP) (S) (SH) (PS)
• 	 Laundry (SH) (S)@
• 	 S
 afe (SH) (S)

These V.I.P Benefits currently reside within Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Resort and Presidential Suites
Cofresi Beach only.
* All Accommodations

** In Presidential Suites Only

@ 10 PCS PP

v.i .p pri vi leges

This event is a must and will exceed your expectations in every way!
Every week the Resort throws the biggest and best party on the Island to welcome our V.I.P guests with a vacation kick off sure to astonish and delight
you. This party under the stars on the shores of the Caribbean Sea is filled with a night of the spectacular – food, drinks, live entertainment, dancing and
culminates in an amazing fireworks extravaganza. This truly is an unforgettable experience and just the beginning of your vacation stay with Lifestyle!
Celebrated as the best event in the north coast, the welcome party will be the highlight of your vacation. Set under the vast night sky and shores of
Cofresi Beach, the party with its dramatic setting, creative festivities and gourmet food provide the backdrop for the greatest night of your life. It is a
magical world. Are you ready to embrace it?

v. i . p

w e l c o m e

pa r t y

We can guarantee that:
Our chefs will delight your culinary senses with a host of 5 star creations; which include various delectable choices such as grilled lobster, shrimp,
steaks and many other wonderful international foods.
Our staff will serve you with a warm smile and gracious regard, while providing you with an international drink selection sure to please and add to
the enjoyment of the evening.
Our talented performances will astound and inspire with a bevy of high-energy dancers, mind-boggling feats, and a selection of live music that will
have you dancing the evening away under the starry expanse of the Caribbean sky. It is an experience that you won’t soon forget.
How do you top the perfect evening? For LHVC that’s simple, with an incredible fireworks extravaganza over the ocean that will light up the sky
with a profusion of color, drama and well… boom!
See you there!
If one of the best parties ever isn’t enough for you, then it isn’t enough for us!
So, mid-week, LHVC hosts a second event to provide another evening of entertainment and play. Hosted at Ocean World, the Bravissimo Show
and Party starts when the sun sets on the coast for the evening with a buffet and live music, that is followed with a Vegas-style show with a Latin twist.
After the show, the full facilities of this 4-story complex are open for more play. Try your luck at the world-class casino featuring gaming tables, slot
machines and more. Lounge on the top floor called the Lighthouse, with private booth areas and DJ jams, while enjoying an unrestricted view of the
bay and marina on one side, and the mountain range on the other.

The Lifestyle Tower provides a spectacular 360-degree view of
the resort and its surrounding mountains, beaches and ocean.
It is an open, inviting, modern yet natural environment exuding
charm with specialty touches such as waterfalls, streams, and
extreme landscaping on the outside and inviting blend of color,
fabric and materials on the inside. It is a monument to business
success and a way to honor both Members and guests alike.
In addition to Customer and V.I.P Service offices, and a
spectacular membership gallery, the Lifestyle Tower is also
home to AZUL a 5-star gourmet restaurant, Anja’s Lounge that
specializes in Brandy drinks, and a Lite Fare menu, as well as
Fruit Smoothie patio bar, Cafe Java a specialty coffee bar on the
second floor and Celebrations, a Champagne inspired bar on
the third floor. The very top of the Lifestyle Tower is an incredible
heliport where the Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club helicopter
offers transfers to and from the airport as well as scenic rides.
Today, more than 185 employees call the Lifestyle Tower their
home-away-from-home while they take care of the varied and
special requests of both Members and special guests alike.

the

tower

v.i .p pri vi leges

The Lifestyle Tower
is the Culmination of
Vision and Perseverance
where Lifestyle Holidays
Vacation Club services
are housed under one
roof to provide Members
and prospective
Members alike with a top
quality experience like
no other.

v.i .p pri vi leges
Prior to your arrival our attentive staff has already been
preparing to ensure that your every need will be taken
care of.
You will be met by your chauffer or pilot who will make
certain that your transfer will be absolutely hassle free,
so just sit back and allow them to whisk you off to your
destination.
You will either experience a 10 minute breathtaking
journey flying low over the ethereal blue waters and
golden sand beaches, or 40 minute tranquil drive through
the countryside allowing for a more intimate view of the
luxuriant tropical forests, sugar cane fields, palm trees and

v.i.p

transportation

colorful Dominican “pueblitos”. Absorb the culture while
sipping a glass of champagne. Could there be a better
way to start your long awaited vacation?

v.i .p pri vi leges

v.i.p restaurants
AZUL (Gourmet Cuisine) - 4th Floor of the Tower
V.I.P Simply Gourmet (Steak and Seafood) - V.I.P World
Intimates (Seafood) - Inside Blue Lagoon
Jazz (French Fusion) - Presidential Suites
Blue’s Restaurant & Kosher Kitchen - Presidential Suites
Rodizio (Brazilian Churrascaria) - Cofresi Palm - V.I.P section and
Cellar Table

v.i.p bars
Cafe Java (Coffee Bar) - 2nd Floor of The Tower
Fruit Smoothie (Smoothie Bar) - 2nd Floor Outside Patio of The Tower
Celebrations (Champagne Bar) - 3rd Floor of The Tower
Essence (Wine Bar) - V.I.P Villa Lounge in V.I.P World
Cosmopolitans (Martini Bar) - V.I.P Pool
The Spot (Hookah & Vodka Bar) - Balcony Level of V.I.P Pool
Bubbles (Sparkling Wine Bar) - V.I.P Beach

Skewers (Mediterranean Cuisine) - V.I.P Serenity Beach (Seasonal)

Mixology (Cocktail Bar) - V.I.P Beach

Liam’s on the Go (Fast Food) - V.I.P Lifestyle Beach

On the Rocks (Rum Bar) - V.I.P Serenity Beach
Las Palmas (Vodka Bar) - Serenity Beach

v.i.p lite fare bars
Anja’s Lounge (Brandy Bar) - 4th floor of The Tower
The Diamond Grill - Deja View Beach - Shareholders Only
Beach Avenue Grill - V.I.P Harmony Beach
V.I.P Sports Bar - V.I.P World
Zen (Sushi & Asian bar) - V.I.P Beach
Coconuts Grill - V.I.P Serenity Beach
Scoops (Cold Stone Ice Cream) - V.I.P Harmony Beach
Tapas Lounge (Spanish Inspired Appetizers) - Cofesi Palm - near
Moomtaz
Oh Crepes! (Gourmet Crepes) - V.I.P Serenity Beach
Fadi’s Food Corner - Cofresi Palm (V.I.P NV Beach)
Half Shell Oyster Bar - V.I.P Serenity Beach
Liam’s Beach Bar (Frozen Drinks) - V.I.P Lifestyle Beach

restaurants
v.i.p

& bars

Breezy Blends Bar (Frozen Drinks Bar) - V.I.P Harmony Beach
Bourbon Street Bar (Bourbon Bar) - Presidential Suites
The Crystal Bar (Champagne Bar) - Deja View Beach Shareholders Only
The Corner Bar - Cofresi Palm - V.I.P NV Beach - Inside Fadi’s Food
Corner

beaches

Lifestyle Beach is the epitome of the party lifestyle with high energy music, beach
volleyball games, and scheduled activities tailored to make the most out of the
EXCLUSIVE FOR MEMBERS ONLY

breathtaking beauty of the Caribbean Sea and sun.
Surf’s Up!

v.i.p Serenity Beach
The name says it all. Relax on a hammock and listen to the Caribbean waves
while sipping a specialty drink from one of two beach bars dedicated to your
comfort. Nibble on a snack while dipping your feet in the sand or sunning in one
of the pristine white chairs provided for your convenience.

v.i.p Harmony Beach
This latest project offers a blend of soothing waves, sandy beach and lots of
relaxation, complete with beach beds, beverage bar, ice cream bar and casual
dining area.

v.i.p NV Beach
V.I.P NV Beach is Lifestyle’s newest beach destination exclusively for Members
and Special Guests. Located at Cofresi Palm Beach & Spa Resort and just
adjacent to the Oceanside Suites, V.I.P NV Beach will be the “envy” of all your
friends when you tell them about the luxury and relaxation you experienced at this
ultimate Lifestyle beach getaway.

v.i.p Beach
Boasting large luxurious one and two-tier beds with privacy curtains, the
V.I.P Beach is a must for total indulgence. Bedside service awaits you so don’t
get up, just tell us what you want and it will be taken care of! Famous for their
highly requested and recommended “Baileys Colada”, the staff will whip up any
arrangement of international beverage that you can imagine.

v.i .p pri vi leges

v.i.p

v.i.p lifestyle Beach

v.i .p pri vi leges

with more
than 4,000
destinations
in over 100
countries

Congratulations! With an LHVC membership you have at your
fingertips access to move than 4,000 high quality resorts in more
than 100 countries!
The World is now your playground. From the sweeping history of capital cities in
Europe, to the snowy alps, the rugged plains, or the excitement of places like Las
Vegas, New Orleans or Orlando, where do you to start? Dream no more… reality
is so much better with its symphony of different cultures, passions and experience

travel

just waiting for you to embrace them! Welcome to the World!

the world

v.i .p pri vi leges

As a Member of the Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Resort you
can cruise the world while enjoying first-class service and
amenities on luxurious mega-ships that rival some of the
world’s best resorts.
Cruising offers the best way to visit multiple destinations without the hassle of airport
travel and repacking your luggage. Experience Las Vegas-style super shows,
international dining, music, dancing and excellent shopping. With indoor rock
climbing, tennis, swimming pools and more sports on board, you may not want to ever
leave the ship. With our affiliation with one of the top cruise provider companies in the
world, Ice Gallery, we have made cruising that much more accessible.

cruise

the world
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never
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Affiliate Weeks
Thousands of pre-confirmed weekly luxury condominium
accommodations worldwide.
Rewards
Electronic Dollars to spend towards accommodations, merchandise
and other everyday services.
Tours & Excursion
Explore group tours, events, or extreme adventures for a more
personalized vacation.
Travel Services
Real time bookings for airline tickets, car rentals, cruises and hotels.

our

resorts
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unique

dominican republic

our resorts

Imagine a place with 1,000 miles of pristine beaches overlooking a crystalline turquoise sea. A
place where the mid-day siesta is still a time-honored tradition and the free-spirited Merengue is the
national dance of choice. Unhurried, unencumbered, and unbelievably liberating from everyday cares
and stress. This is the Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Resort in the enchanting Dominican Republic —
Luxury All-IN vacation experience reserved for Members-Only.

o u r

r e s o r t s

As a Member, your vacation at Lifestyle includes V.I.P amenities and services at the LHVC Resort in Puerto Plata. Enjoy a
selection of gourmet restaurants and al fresco dining. Unwind at one of several private-accessed beaches with attentive
Members-Only service. Experience live entertainment, shows, beach-party extravaganzas, exciting casino nightlife, and
so much more exclusive for V.I.P’s alone.

Add in world-class golf, water sports, and endless island adventures … this is the lifestyle you deserve.

we lco m e to t he li f e s t y le ho li d ay s vac at i on resort

our resorts

Ideally located atop beautiful green hills covered in lush vegetation or white
sandy beaches with a gentle ocean breeze and breathtaking sunsets, each Villa
comes with a private swimming pool, large terrace and an exotic garden bursting
with bougainvillea, hibiscus, orchids and other stunning tropical foliage. The
architecture is classic Spanish-Mediterranean, distinguished by red barrel-tiled
roofs, stucco archways and stone columns.

Staying in one our Luxury Villas is an experience nothing less

Our Luxury Villas

than exceptional. An enclave of luxurious private three, four,
five and six bedroom Villas, each unit designed to provide easy

Our Luxury Villas are just as impressive on the inside. The Villas are beautifully appointed

relaxation in an elegant and opulent environment.

– simultaneously elegant and welcoming. They are impeccably decorated with a distinct
Caribbean flair, furnished with natural wicker, rattan and exotic elephant bamboo. Each Villa
comes with a fully equipped kitchen, dining room and living room with cable television. The airconditioned bedrooms are designed with your comfort in mind, they are tastefully decorated and
each has a private bathroom.

Searching for Paradise?
Along with each Villa comes an unrivaled level of service. The artful combination of style, modern
convenience with a personalized yet unobtrusive service creates absolute comfort. Wake up to
the smell of coffee as your maid prepares your breakfast each morning. Collect the international
newspaper that is delivered daily and sit on the terrace to be pampered by the cool dawn
breeze. Relaxed sophistication. Before you set out on your day’s adventure you will receive a visit
from Lifestyle’s dedicated V.I.P Service staff to ensure that all is well and your every need is being
met. Order your drinks, make your restaurant reservations to enjoy one of the gourmet or V.I.P
exclusives, or simply ask for advice on activities or excursions you may want to explore. They are
ready and willing to help with a complete focus on your vacation requirements.

our resorts

Our Luxury Villas

our resorts

Featuring classic Spanish-Mediterranean architecture with red barrel-tile
roofs. The Two-Bedroom Suite is perfect for families. The suite features a
private balcony or terrace with spectacular views, a separate living area, and a
kitchenette equipped with appliances.

Poised upon the spectacular hills overlooking the Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Resort,

The Crown Suites

The Crown Suites offer all the comforts and amenities of home set within a tropical
oasis. Just a few minutes stroll from the Cofresi beach, guest enjoy Caribbean elegance

Brew a fresh pot of coffee and watch the sunrise from your private balcony or terrace. Invite

at its finest.

friends in for cocktails before you head out to a dinner buffet, or, kick back and watch a movie
on TV. Ideal for couples and families of varied sizes. The Crown Suites have been designed to
provide the ultimate comfort and convenience while on vacation.

Each suite is beautifully appointed and fully-equipped for easy living including: beautiful tile floors
throughout and comfortable seating in separate living areas, spacious bedrooms and luxury
bathrooms, telephone, air conditioning, over-head fans, cable television and a stereo system.

A kitchenette equipped with refrigerator, coffee maker, and cooking appliances are also
included. Other amenities include hair dryer, a radio-alarm clock, iron and ironing board, and so
much more. The One-Bedroom Suites are designed to privately accommodate up to four guests
and the Two-Bedroom Suites can comfortably accommodate up to six privately.

our resorts

Just a few minutes walk away, breathtaking Cofresi Beach awaits with water
sports, sailing, deep-sea fishing and the aquatic wonders of Ocean World. As a
Member of the Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club, you can plan to enjoy even
more exclusive V.I.P privileges.

Imagine waking up in your own luxury suite as another perfect day dawns in the
Dominican Republic. A gentle sea breeze rolls in as you enjoy fresh island fruit and a
cup of famous Dominican coffee on your private terrace.

The Residence Suites
The Residence Suites offer every comfort and luxury of a first-class vacation destination. Set
within three-story Spanish-Mediterranean hillside buildings, couples and families can spread
out in luxurious Suites with spacious living and dining areas, private baths and fully equipped
kitchenettes provide the perfect setting. No detail has been overlooked to assure your vacation
experience provides every comfort and luxury.

Brew a fresh pot of coffee and watch the sunrise from your private balcony or terrace. Invite
friends in for cocktails before you head out to a dinner buffet, or, kick back and watch a movie on
TV. Ideal for couples, The Residence Suites have been designed to provide the ultimate comfort
and convenience while on vacation.

Each suite is beautifully appointed and fully-equipped for easy living including: beautiful tile floors
throughout and comfortable seating in separate living areas, spacious bedrooms and luxury
bathrooms, telephone, air conditioning, over-head fans, cable television and a stereo system. A
kitchenette equipped with refrigerator, coffee maker, and cooking appliances are also included.
Other amenities include hair dryer, a radio-alarm clock, iron and ironing board, and so much
more. The One-Bedroom Suites are designed to privately accommodate up to two guests.

our resorts

The Junior Suites are ideally suited for two occupants but are also excellent for
couples with a small child. This is the perfect accommodation for that vacation
you have always dreamed of taking together, be it a honeymoon, anniversary or
just tranquil vacation time spent together.

Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club Members can take advantage of our luxuriously
appointed Junior Suites. The Lifestyle Junior Suites are located in the heart of the
resort and are the perfect romantic getaway accommodation.

The Tropical
These accommodations are spectacular. Each Junior Suite is furnished with a king-size bed,
tastefully decorated and comfortable living area. Each Suite has its own spacious balcony or
terrace with breath-taking garden or ocean views. Junior Suites are centrally located and only
footsteps away from the beach, pool area and many restaurants and bars. The V.I.P Beach Area,
Casablanca buffet restaurant, Blue Lagoon and Indochine restaurant are a short stroll away.

Tropical Junior Suites have a large bathroom with seperate shower area. Each suite is equipped
with mini fridge, stocked daily with water and soft drinks. Each unit is equipped with cable TV, air
conditioning, clock radio, coffee maker, hair dryer, iron and ironing board and safety deposit
box. Imagine enjoying your morning coffee without having to leave your room, or late afternoon
drink, while relaxing on your balcony and enjoying the scenary. You may never want to leave.

our resorts

Nestled inside the world-class Lifestyles Resorts, Royal Suites features
six low rise modern Mediterranean-style buildings surrounding a
beautiful pool. The resort provides a first class, five-star vacation experience.

Modern concept meets old-fashioned service. The Royal Suites at Lifestyle Holidays

The Royal Suites

Vacation Resort are located just a half block from the golden sands and the sparkling
silvery hues of Cofresi Beach and offers spacious Deluxe and Standard One and Two

In addition to the Royal Suites swimming pool and tennis courts, Members will enjoy other resort

Bedroom Suites set in a lush and tropical surrounding.

swimming pools, multiple pool bars and restaurants, a fully equipped gym, a relaxing spa, a kid’s
club and multiple beach clubs.
Whether you come to eat, shop, enjoy excursions or you just want to completely relax and enjoy
our Caribbean beaches, your stay at the Royal Suites at Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Resort will be
the vacation that you have always dreamed of.
Deluxe One and Two Bedroom Suites features a king-sized bed in the master bedroom, separate
dining and living room areas, a pullout queen-size sofa bed, modern furnishings, marble floors
throughout, central air conditioning, flat screen TV, ceiling fans, cedar closet, large terrace or
balcony and a fully equipped stainless steel kitchen.
Standard One and Two Bedroom Suites features a king sized bed in the master bedroom,
separate dining and living room areas, a pullout futon, tropical furnishings, tiled floors throughout,
central air conditioning, flat screen TV, ceiling fans, large terrace or balcony and a small equipped
kitchenette with microwave oven and stove top.

our resorts

With 468 well-appointed accommodations that range from adult-only Spa
Suites, to standard Family Friendly Rooms located in a quiet setting between
the beach and spectacular pool, this is a paradise worthy of the Lifestyle name.

Cofresi Palm Beach & Spa Resort is the newest jewel in the Lifestyle Holidays Vacation
Club crown. Nestled along the Cofresi Beach shores, and overlooking the sparkling
Caribbean Sea, this resort caters to the luxurious enjoyment of both families and

Cofresi Palm

Beach & Spa Resort

couples looking for that perfect getaway.
The resort was created with space and comfort in mind, making Cofresi Palm a relaxing, enjoyable
and satisfying experience for all guests and their families. All rooms have air conditioning, cable
television, phones, and ceiling fans, while the décor has a distinctive design, featuring dark wood
furnishings. Shaded patios and verandas provide a relaxing place to gather in some of the units.

Providing both service and features that are standard for a Lifestyle property, the Cofresi Palm
offers a unique luxury accommodations experience. Cofresi Palm provides the easy, relaxed
ambience of the Caribbean in an opulent and elegant setting, as well as V.I.P Service on property
to take care of all your vacation needs!

our resorts

This beautiful
all-inclusive resort
is comprised of
several sections of
accommodations
that are specific to a
guest’s vacationing
requirements.

•
•
•
•
•

18 exclusive adult-only Spa Suites
208 standard Family Friendly Rooms
180 Oceanside Suites with a mix of king and double beds
60 Residence Rooms for long term rentals
2 spectacular Oceanview Penthouses.

All rooms feature modern comfortable furnishing, marble ﬂoors, airconditioning, ceiling fans, most have ﬂat-screen TVs, bathrooms with
marble appointments, and hair dryers, safes and mini-bars. Some
rooms have small kitchenettes, hot tubs in unit, terrace or balcony,
and internet access.
Oceanside Suites
Situated near Cofresi Beach, these large, airy suite units are exclusive
for Shareholders, Members and Special Guests.
Spa Suites
These suites surround the Yin Yang Spa creating a special, exclusive
adult-only environment where relaxation and stress-free are a way
of life.
Family Friendly Rooms
Located in the middle of the resort and all the action, these Family
Friendly Rooms cater to families with children providing special
activities, a kid’s art center, family swim center and kid’s pool all
within a centralized area of the resort.
Residence Rooms
These rooms cater to those individuals that prefer a longer stay
without the need for our Luxury All-IN Plan.

accomodations

f a m i l y

f r i e n d l y

c e n t e r

We recognize the importance of our smallest Members and their special need to explore their world
with adventure and activities.

We have created a child’s paradise at Kid’s Art, a place where children can indulge their imagination through quiet reflection
of drawing and painting, or put it into high gear in our kid’s pool with winding slide and mushroom waterfall.

Whatever their speed, our specially trained kid’s vacation counselors will be there to guide and inspire, giving Mom and Dad
a chance to find a little adventure of their own!

beaches

paradise

found.

beach es
EXCLUSIVE FOR MEMBERS ONLY

Soak up the sun. Play in the surf.
Loose yourself to the stress-free environment
of this beach location while you commune
with nature in pampered luxury.
It doesn’t get much better than this.

beach es

It’s a Lifestyle Like No Other.

This exclusive beach is for V.I.P Members to relax and absorb the sheer
tranquility that is naturally found by the human spirit amongst the
waves of the Caribbean Sea, the purity of the Island sand and the
warmth of the tropical sun.
This place? This paradise? …Serenity Beach

A place where Members can de-stress and enjoy the pampering that is so much part
of the Lifestyle Experience!

serenity

awa i t s

beach es

It’s Just Beachy and Just for YOU!
This exclusive Members-Only beach was created to bring sand, sun
and sea together for our V.I.Ps in peaceful accord for the maximum
in enjoyment.
It is a place where luxury beach loungers and amenities abound and co-exist with
facilities such as an ice cream shop, restaurant and beach bar all ready to serve up a
slice of heaven.
Ah... This is the Lifestyle!

beach es

Located at Cofresi Palm Beach & Spa Resort and just adjacent to
the Oceanside Suites, V.I.P NV Beach will be the “envy” of all your
friends when you tell them about the luxury and relaxation you
experienced at this ultimate Lifestyle beach getaway.
At NV Beach, you will also experience the brand new Fadi’s Food Corner and The
Corner Bar. Be sure to check out V.I.P NV Beach… it may just be your next favorite
beach spot.

beach es

There is nothing so classic as an
original, and V.I.P Beach is the
model on which all others have
been based.
With luxury lounging beds, cool water
spa, Zen-sushi bar, and service at your
fingertips, V.I.P Beach provides a fun,
upbeat way to enjoy sun, sea and sand.

amenities
po o ls
spas

& mo re

am en i ti es

Services - Above and Beyond
The immense ever expanding property of Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club gives it the ability to constantly
create and offer many additional amenities and services.
Among the beautiful and exceptionally designed grounds you will find the vast Villas property, exotic garden holding the Suites
property all interlocking together over a large area. Although services and amenities are situated throughout the Lifestyle Holidays
Resort properties, the area surrounding The Tropical contains the vast majority of these.
This beautifully designed resort includes a full range of amenities and facilities to complete your Caribbean vacation experience.

a m e n i t i e s

Highlights include:
• 12 All Guest restaurants including 2 buffets
• 8 V.I.P Restaurants
• 11 V.I.P Lite Fare Bars
• 15 V.I.P Bars
• 13 All Guest Bars
• 12+ Pools Including Exclusive Kid’s Pool Areas
• 7 Beaches
• 1 Nightclub
• 2 Spas
• 1 Teen Club
• 1 Kid’s Club with Daily Child Care
• 5 Tennis Courts
• Basketball Court
• Beach Volleyball Court
• Health Club

• 2 Gyms with Exercise Equipment
• 2 Entertainment Centers
• Wedding Gazebo
• Shopping Areas, Including Hand-crafted market
• Medical Clinic
• Pharmacy
• Logo/Gift Store
• Scuba Diving School (PADI Certified)
• Life-size Chess Game
• Playground
• Heliport
• Excursion Center (V.I.P World and The Tropical locations)
• Car Rental
• Synagogue
• and more...

pools

POOL

Want to be pampered in an exclusive,
refined, upscale environment while
enjoying the refreshing waters of a
unique pool? Look no further.
The V.I.P Pool, located in the V.I.P World area
of the resort is an exclusive oasis of shocking
privilege exclusively for LHVC Shareholders,
Members and Special Guests.
It’s time to get your pampering on!

pools

po o ls, po o ls
& mo re po o ls!

With more than 12 creatively designed general guest pools placed
strategically throughout the resort, you will never run out of options.
Whether your desire is a quiet oasis to soak in the sun and read, or a more boisterous
environment to splash and frolic, this resort has all of the options.

Splash into something comfortable!

Unlimited
Relaxation

Our Wellness & Spa Therapies

spas

wash away the stresses of
everyday life like gentle
waves wash away footprints
in the sand. Take a step into a
world of classic elegance. A
world that refreshes the body,
awakens the senses and frees

& wellness

the spirit. The world of Lifestyle
Holidays Vacation Club.

spas

Metamorphosis is the
Caribbean’s largest chain
of wellness spas and it
is located within the
resort for easy access.
A full range of services
are available, each one
designed to relax the
body and calm the soul.

spas

yin yang
SPA

Where the mysteries of the East meets the
warmth of the Caribbean
Created with the mystic energy of an Asian temple in
mind, Yin Yang spans the globe to bring you the best of
eastern style message techniques, blended with the warmth
of the Caribbean culture, blended into a unique experience
of indulgence and relaxation.
Yin Yang offers the following treatments: Seaweed Body Wraps, Body
Scrubs, Massages, Facials, Aromatherapy and other services for both
women and men wanting to look and feel their best.

yinyang SPA

Catering to both men and women, this facility houses shower, sauna and
health club facilities as well.

restauran ts

Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club Offers Access to A Wide
Range of Restaurants Serving International and Caribbean Cuisine.

restaurants& bars
As a V.I.P Member you have a special evening designated to each one of our restaurants where you will receive the
superior service and product that comes with your membership.
At Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Resort you can stay a week and enjoy dinner in a different restaurant every evening.

Restaurants
V.I.P RESTAURANTS
V.I.P and Special Guest Exclusive:

RESTAURANTS
For All Guests:

Casablanca (International Buffet) - The Tropical

AZUL (Gourmet Cuisine) - 4th Floor of the Tower
V.I.P Simply Gourmet (Steak and Seafood) - V.I.P World
Intimates (Seafood) - Inside Blue Lagoon

Indochine (Asian Fusion) - The Tropical Pool
Bellini (Italian Cuisine) - The Residence Suites
Trapiche Paradise (Mexican Cuisine) - The Royal Suites

Jazz (French Fusion) - Presidential Suites

The Blue Lagoon (Seafood & Buffet) - The Tropical - Beach
Area

Blue’s Restaurant & Kosher Kitchen Presidential Suites

The Pearl (International Buffet) - Cofresi Palm - Near the
Beach

Rodizio (Brazilian Churrascaria) - Cofresi Palm V.I.P section and CellarTable

Johnny’s (International Cuisine) - Cofresi Palm (Seasonal)

Skewers (Mediterranean Cuisine) - V.I.P Serenity Beach
(Seasonal)
Liam’s on the Go (Fast Food) - V.I.P Lifestyle Beach

Moomtaz (Indian Cuisine) - Cofresi Palm
El Pilón (Authentic Dominican Cuisine) - Cofresi Palm Beachside
Moonlight (International Cuisine) - Cofresi Palm - Beachside
(Seasonal)
Rodizio (Brazilian Churrascaria) - Cofresi Palm

V.I.P Members Only
Kosher Approved Kitchen

For All Guests

Shareholders Only

$ Available to All Guests as Cash Bar

Tapas Lounge (Spanish Inspired Appetizers) - Cofesi Palm near Moomtaz $

restauran ts

Looking for something new and different? This exclusive restaurant serves a new creative concept of
cuisine invented by our own food and beverage team that we call French Fusion. This new style embraces
the class of French food with the down home flavors of Creole and Cajun cooking from New Orleans.

V.I.P Simply Gourmet is a superior restaurant recognized for its outstanding gastronomical delights. It comes
highly recommended by our Members and is an evening enchantment that, we assure you, is unlike any other.
This sophisticated a-la-carte restaurant, located in the V.I.P World Courtyard, offers the finest dishes from Europe,
the Far East and the Caribbean with unbeatable white-glove service. Every evening a team of top rated Chefs
prepare a varied six course theme menu that is guaranteed to satisfy even the most discriminating pallet. Enjoy
the ambiance in the elegant dining room or dine under the stars in the outdoor lanai.

restauran ts

An International Buffet-Style Restaurant serving 18 different hot and
cold breakfast choices, a wide lunch selection and a fresh pasta
bar, plus a dinner buffet with 14 international selections. Every
night is a different international theme with matching decor and
strolling musicians set the stage to an easy, stress-free casual dining
environment that includes 14 fresh selection stations ranging from cut
meats to freshly baked breads.

Perfect for those who love the taste of fresh Italian foods! The Bellini
Restaurant offers a wide variety of mouth watering pizzas and pastas
made from traditional Italian recipes. Enhance your dish with fresh
warm garlic bread and a delicious choice of fresh fruit desserts
topped with cold ice-cream. By far the most popular restaurant with
our younger Members!

With a marvelous view of the beach, this Caribbean Seafood Restaurant
& Grill opens at noon offering salads, burgers, sandwiches, chicken
delights and more.
The dinner menu is distinctly Caribbean featuring fresh catch-of-the-day
selections with a touch of Cajun flavor.

Intimates is for our discriminating V.I.P Members who enjoy a cozy
environment set within an air conditioned room overlooking our beach
and ocean waves.

restauran ts

A culinary experience not to be overlooked. AZUL is located on the top floor of the Lifestyle Tower. While Members enjoy this restaurant as part of
their membership, it is open to all guests for a per person fee for a limited time. This edgy menu is high in taste and temptation. Be prepared to be
impressed.

Missing a little slice of home? Don’t worry, we have you covered with our American burger joint,
Liam’s on the Go, where we feature treasured fast food such as, big burgers, hot dogs, chicken,
fries and so much more. Grab a snack. Grab a meal! It’s always hot, fresh and fast!

restauran ts

An international buffet-style restaurant serving a plethora of hot and cold breakfast choices, as well
as a wide lunch selection and a fresh pasta bar, plus a dinner buffet with a variety of international
selections.
Every night is a different international theme with matching decor and strolling musicians setting the
stage to an easy, stress-free casual dining environment that includes fresh selection stations ranging
from cut meats to freshly baked breads.
Overlooking Cofresi beach, the restaurant offers a choice of cold crisp salads, satisfying
hamburgers and grilled fish or chicken...accompanied by the ocean breeze!

This high end Brazilian Churrascaria is a popular way to enjoy a meal. Set within Cofresi Palm
Resort, this restaurant features a special V.I.P section and The Cellar Table, an exclusive dining
option for V.I.P Members by reservation only.

restauran ts

Blues, our newest restaurant on property, features high-end, Kosher foods and is open
for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Served are international dishes from around the world
and different specialty items daily on the grill such as blackened fresh grouper, lamb,
and fresh homemade pasta. An organic salad bar is also featured. Blues is located in
the Presidential Suites area of the Resort, adjacent to JAZZ specialty restaurant and the
Bourbon Street Bar.
LHVC has been honored with the distinction of receiving the prestigious OK Kosher
Certification, one of the most respected global symbols of kosher approval in an era of
soaring demand for kosher food.

Want a true Dominican dining experience? El Pilón is the place.

Have a taste for something a little more exotic? Moomtaz is our nod

Filled with fresh scents and the catch of the day, this is an authentic

to Indian and the special blend of spices and dishes only found there.

way to experience the dietary culture of the country.

Sample the Chef’s special for the day, or choose one of the many
perfectly prepared dishes from our extensive menu.

bars

Bars & Lite Fare
We have the right place for you to enjoy a drink or two....
with more than 27 watering holes to wet your whistle, you will never have trouble finding that perfect drink to enjoy in
the sun or with your friends at the end of the day. No need to fight for your right to Party... at LHVC it is guaranteed.

V.I.P LITE FARE BARS

V.I.P and Special Guest Exclusive

BARS
For All Guests:

Anja’s Lounge (Brandy Bar) - 4th floor of The Tower

La Cayena (Rum Bar) - The Tropical Lobby Bar

The Diamond Grill - Deja View Beach - Shareholders Only

Las Canas (Tequila Sports Bar) - The Tropical Pool

Beach Avenue Grill - V.I.P Harmony Beach

The Gin Joint (Gin Bar) - The Tropical Beachside Bar

V.I.P Sports Bar - V.I.P World

Wet (Liqueur Bar) - The Residence Suites Pool

Zen (Sushi & Asian bar) - V.I.P Beach

Mirage (Dessert Bar) - The Crown Suites Pool

Coconuts Grill - V.I.P Serenity Beach

Chasers (Tequila Sports Bar) - The Royal Suites Pool

Scoops (Cold Stone Ice Cream) - V.I.P Harmony Beach

Stars (Famous Drinks) - Colosseum Bar

Tapas Lounge (Spanish Inspired Appetizers) - Cofesi Palm near Moomtaz

Sizzle (Hot Drinks) - Lights, Camera, Action Theater Bar

Oh Crepes! (Gourmet Crepes) - V.I.P Serenity Beach

The Cellar (Wine Bar) - Cofresi Palm Inside Rodizio $

Fadi’s Food Corner - Cofresi Palm (V.I.P NV Beach)
Half Shell Oyster Bar - V.I.P Serenity Beach

Aqua Bar (Vodka Pool Bar) - Cofresi Palm - Main Pool Swim-Up Bar
Cheers (Cocktail Pool Bar) - Cofresi Palm Pool Bar
Frost (Frozen Drinks Pool Bar) - Cofresi Palm Family Pool
Pirates Cove (Whiskey Bar) - Cofresi Palm Beach Bar

V.I.P BARS

Cafe Java (Coffee Bar) - 2nd Floor of The Tower
Fruit Smoothie (Smoothie Bar) - 2nd Floor Outside Patio
of The Tower
Celebrations (Champagne Bar) - 3rd Floor of The Tower
Essence (Wine Bar) - V.I.P Villa Lounge in V.I.P World
Cosmopolitans (Martini Bar) - V.I.P Pool
The Spot (Hookah & Vodka Bar) - Balcony Level of V.I.P Pool
Bubbles (Sparkling Wine Bar) - V.I.P Beach
Mixology (Cocktail Bar) - V.I.P Beach
On the Rocks (Rum Bar) - V.I.P Serenity Beach
Las Palmas (Vodka Bar) - V.I.P Serenity Beach
Breezy Blends Bar (Frozen Drinks Bar) - V.I.P Harmony Beach
Bourbon Street Bar (Bourbon Bar) - Presidential Suites
The Crystal Bar (Champagne Bar) - Deja View Beach Shareholders Only
The Corner Bar - Cofresi Palm - V.I.P NV Beach Inside Fadi’s Food Corner
Liam’s Beach Bar (Frozen Drinks) – V.I.P Lifestyle Beach

V.I.P Members Only
Kosher Approved Kitchen

For All Guests

Shareholders Only

$ Available to All Guests as Cash Bar

am en i ti es

Nightclubs & Happenings
When the sun goes down, the resort lights up with lively nightly entertainment so you
never have to leave!
It’s time to bring it! Within walking distance, Members can dance the night away with pulse pounding music and
electric lights guaranteed to get your body moving!
ICE Nightclub brings individual style to the ageless hunt for nightlife with an environment created to help you find
your inner groove. This is a new kind of grind!

n i g h t c l u b s

&

e n t e r ta i n m e n t

Entertainment
Looking for a show, a song and dance number and maybe a laugh or two? With two
entertainment complexes on property, experiencing any number of diversions is not a
problem.
The Colosseum is a large outdoor stage with various stage performances, while Lights, Camera, Action theatre
is a more intimate indoor facility, yet both are dedicated to your amusement.

excursions

excursi on s

LI FESTY LE

Do Your thing and
get movin’
An executive golf course, and a private riding
school are approximately 1.5 km from the resort.
Ocean World Aquatic Park and Casino is within
walking distance. You can swim with the dolphins or
enjoy many other attractions this facility has to offer.
If you are looking for a little adventure why not try
White Water Rafting down the Yacque Del Norte
River or take a trip into the nearby jungle with either
4 wheel drive vehicles or in a monster truck. All of
these activities can be arranged for your enjoyment.
We also offer many other activities designed to
enhance your Caribbean vacation experience. All
tours may be booked through the Lifestyle Excursion
Shop.

The

Lifestyle

Excursion

Shop

located in V.I.P World by V.I.P Sports Bar.
The following activities are awaiting you:
• Scuba Diving
• Golf
• Horseback Riding
• Fishing
• Jungle Excursions
• Tennis
• White Water Rafting
• Windsurfing
• Ocean World Aquatic Park
and much more...

is

Re so rts by Life st y l e

k i d s

c o r n e r

Of course we won’t forget our youngest Members! We also have two clubs dedicated to the activities
and amusements that kid’s find together.

Whether it is a group activity, gaming or individual art projects, we keep the little ones entertained in a safe and fun environment
so that parents can relax and enjoy their time on property as well.

At LHVC, clowning around is not only okay, it’s encouraged!

puerto

plata

resorts by li festyle

All suites are dramatically decorated with dark, rich wood, and stainless steel
accoutrements and appliances. The smallest details have been carefully crafted to
provide guests with every comfort and luxury available, making the Presidential
Suites by Lifestyle one of the most relaxing, enjoyable and satisfying experiences ever.

The Ultimate in Luxury and Exclusivity
The Presidential Suites by Lifestyle - Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic, are the newest
luxury accommodations to be added to the Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club, setting a
standard of lavish comfort with 60 scrumptiously appointed two-bedroom suites.

Presidential Suites

by Lifestyle
puerto plata – dominican republic
Providing both service and features that are beyond compare, the Presidential Suites offer a
unique luxury accommodations experience. As a Lifestyle property, the Presidential Suites
provide the easy, relaxed ambience of the Caribbean in an opulent and elegant setting,

The Presidential Suites offer a matchless vacation experience for the most discriminating traveler.
All suites have air conditioning, cable television, phones, and ceiling fans, while the décor has
a distinctive modern design, featuring cherry wood furnishing and stainless steel. Shaded patios
and verandas provide a relaxing place to gather.

On Property amenities include: a large centralized pool with waterfall; Jazz, a French Fusion
Restaurant; Bourbon Street bar; three tennis courts; and a full-press lighted basketball court.

Presidential Suites by Lifestyle

puerto plata – dominican republic

resorts by li festyle

Ready for a change of pace or to try something new? With 21 luxury one and two
bedroom suites located within this ocean side property, that features a championship
golf course, five restaurants, three bars, two adult swimming pools, one children’s
pool, a children’s Mini Club, fitness center and spa, as well as nightly entertainment
and a beautiful ocean beach!

Suite Dreams are made of these
Dream Suites by Lifestyle - Costa Dorada, Dominican Republic, is a concept conceived
in brilliance and dedicated to luxury, setting them apart with more options and a
different view.

Dream Suites

by Lifestyle
costa dorada – dominican republic
The suites are created with space and comfort in mind, making Dream Suites a relaxing, enjoyable
and satisfying experience for all Members and their families. All suites have air conditioning,
cable television, phones, and ceiling fans, while the décor has a distinctive design, featuring dark
wood furnishings. Shaded patios and verandas provide a relaxing place to gather.
Providing both service and features that are standard for a Lifestyle property, Dream Suites offer a
unique luxury accommodations experience. Dream Suites provides the easy, relaxed ambience
of the Caribbean in an opulent and elegant setting, as well as V.I.P services on property to take
care of your vacation needs!
Best of all, when staying at this fabulous property you still get pick up and drop off service at the
Puerto Plata airport, the same low all inclusive rate you enjoy as a Member and V.I.P service on
property to take care of your vacation needs!
Turn the dream into reality with Dream Suites by Lifestyle.

Dream Suites by Lifestyle

costa dorada – dominican republic

punta

cana

resorts by li festyle

Setting a standard of quiet comfort with scrumptiously appointed One and Two
Bedroom Suites, this all suites resort is an oasis of tranquility and dedicated to the
ideals of a Caribbean get-a-way.

Presidential Suites

Slip into the Ultimate in Comfort and Style
The Presidential Suites by Lifestyle - Punta Cana, Dominican Republic, are the newest
luxury accommodations to be added to the Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club family.

by Lifestyle
punta cana – dominican republic
With dramatic décor of rich wood and stainless steel accoutrements and appliances. The smallest
details have been carefully crafted to provide Members with every comfort, making Presidential
Suites – Punta Cana one of the most relaxing and enjoyable vacation experiences ever.
Providing both service and features that are beyond compare, the Presidential Suites – Punta
Cana offers a unique luxury accommodations experience. As a Lifestyle Property, this oceanfront
resort provides the easy, relaxed ambience of the Caribbean in an opulent and elegant setting.
The Presidential Suites - Punta Cana offers a matchless vacation experience combining the
elegance of living style with the peacefulness of a boutique type resort. All suites have air
conditioning, cable television, phones, and ceiling fans, while the décor has a distinctive modern
design, featuring rich wood furnishing and stainless steel. Shaded patios and verandas provide
a relaxing place to gather.
On Property amenities include: a large centralized pool with quaint courtyard seating for sunning
and socializing, a beachside V.I.P restaurant and much more.

resorts by li festyle

Located on the shores of some of the best beaches in the Caribbean, this concept
dedicated to the luxurious enjoyment of our Members, setting this vacation club
apart with a different view of Dominican life. With 46 large, well-appointed one and
two bedroom suites located in a quiet setting between the ocean beach and spectacular
winding pool, this is a paradise worthy of the Lifestyle name.

Dream Suites

Suite Dreams are Made of These
Dream Suites by Lifestyle - Punta Cana, Dominican Republic, is the next jewel in the
Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club crown.

by Lifestyle
punta cana – dominican republic
The suites are created with space and comfort in mind, making Dream Suites a relaxing, enjoyable
and satisfying experience for all Members and their families. All suites have air conditioning,
cable television, phones, and ceiling fans, while the décor has a distinctive design, featuring dark
wood furnishings. Shaded patios and verandas provide a relaxing place to gather.
Providing both service and features that are standard for a Lifestyle property, Dream Suites offer a
unique luxury accommodations experience. Dream Suites provides the easy, relaxed ambience
of the Caribbean in an opulent and elegant setting, as well as V.I.P services on property to take
care of your vacation needs!
Best of all, when staying at this fabulous property you still get pick up and drop off service at the
Punta Cana airport, the same low all inclusive rate you enjoy as a Member and V.I.P service on
property to take care of your vacation needs!
Turn the dream into reality with Dream Suites by Lifestyle.

resorts by li festyle

With well-appointed suites located in the quiet setting of the resort, this is a paradise
worthy of the Lifestyle name.

Dream Suites

Suite Dreams are Made of These
Dream Suites by Lifestyle - Bavaro, Dominican Republic, is in part of the area known
as Punta Cana, this majestic resort is situated on the shores of the best white sandy
beach in the Caribbean.

by Lifestyle
bavaro – dominican republic
The modern style suites are created with luxury in mind, making this Dream Suites resort a relaxing
and satisfying experience for all. Every suite has air conditioning, cable television, phones, and
ceiling fans, while the décor has a distinctive modern design, featuring dark wood furnishings
with silver accents. Shaded patios and verandas provide a relaxing place to gather.

Providing both service and features that are standard for a Lifestyle property, the Dream Suites
offer a unique luxury accommodations experience. Dream Suites provides the easy, relaxed
ambience of the Caribbean in an opulent and elegant setting, as well as V.I.P services on
property to take care of your vacation needs! The Dream Suites concept is dedicated to the
luxurious enjoyment of our Members, setting this vacation club apart with a different view of
Dominican life. Turn the dream into reality with Dream Suites by Lifestyle.

developments

Development of Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club continues…

In order to accelerate and meet future growth, Lifestyle Holidays
Vacation Club has hired various architects and engineers to
develop additional high-end, high-demand projects slated to
open in the next few years.
In the past few years, Lifestyle Holidays Vacation

Additionally and equally exciting has been the

Club has already invested in a new, multi-

construction and development of Center Court, a

functional building (The Lifestyle Tower), which

whole ownership project showcased by Lifestyle

combines modern communication options with

Real Estate. These luxurious 3-6 bedroom stand

a luxurious environment that will be dedicated to

alone Royal Villas have been a hit with people

increasing the satisfaction of Members, as well

looking for a permanent place in the Dominican

as to expand Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club

without any of the hassles.

and its services. A new state-of-the-art restaurant
has been built, with an additional Café and V.I.P

The following development projects of the

Lounge, and Heliport on the top of this four-story

Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club are in the

building.

concrete planning stages.

Additionally, Lifestyle has opened Cofresi Palm
& Beach Resort, expanded to Punta Cana with
the Presidential Suites and Dream Suites brands,
added a multitude of new restaurants, beach
experiences and amenities for its Members.

developments

developm en ts

Center Court By Lifestyle
Featuring the Royal Villas with 3-6 bedroom home-away-from-home
luxury accommodations located in the heart of the Lifestyle Holidays
Vacation Resort.

developm en ts

Costa Esmeralda By Lifestyle
Set within the most dramatic expanse of sea and shore within
Cofresi, this planned villa development will bring together the
beauty of nature and the luxury of villas as only LHVC can
provide.

developm en ts

Villa Park Villas
Set within the center ambiance of the Lifestyle Resort, surrounded
by lush flora, picturesque lakes and majestic mountains, this latest
planned community is alive with beauty, luxury and a lifestyle like
no other.

developm en ts

Villa Park Suites
You’ll be sweet on this ultra modern, ultra luxurious suite development that features
a multi-level extreme center water feature and pool, plenty of room with large two
bedroom units with separate kitchen and living area so that the whole family will
be comfortable as well as pampered. Home Suite Home has never been closer.

Reservations
When booking your vacation with Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club there are some important considerations
to keep in mind. To ensure a smooth booking process we require the following information:
DESIRED ACCOMMODATIONS:
The type of Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club Resort accomodations you would like for your vacation.
Depending upon the type of membership you have, you may choose from the following accommodation:
• 3, 4, 5, or 6 Bedroom Villas
• 2 Bedroom Suites (maximum capacity: 6)
(comfort capacity: 4)
• 2 Bedroom Suites (maximum capacity: 4)
(comfort capacity: 4)
• 1 Bedroom Suite (maximum capacity: 4)
(comfort capacity: 2)
• Studio (maximum capacity: 4) (comfort capacity: 2)
The Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club offers you the following luxurious accommodations:
• The Crown Villas
• Dream Suites - Costa Dorada
• The Royal Suites
• The Crown Suites
• Dream Suites - Punta Cana
• Presidential Suites - Puerto Plata
• The Residence Suites
• Royal Villas
• Presidential Suites - Punta Cana
• The Tropical Jr. Suites
• Presidential Suites - Cortecito
Once you have chosen your vacation dates your personal representative in the V.I.P Customer Service
Department will assist you with your booking or with any other inquires you may have. Also if you would
like to exchange a week within the RCI Vacation Club system or visit a sister resort, you must contact the V.I.P
Customer Service Department and your assigned representative will assist you.
Telephone: 		
Fax: 			
Email: 			
Hours of operation:
			

(+1) 809 970 7770
(+1) 809 970 7465
customerservice@lifestyleholidaysvc.com
Monday-Friday: 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM
Saturday-Sunday: 12:00 PM to 6:00 PM

deserve

Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club is affiliated with various resorts around the globe. To obtain information on
any one of our Sister Resorts, please visit our website at www.lifestyleholidaysvc.com. If you would like to
make a reservation at any one of our sister resorts, or if you have any questions pertaining to a sister resort,
please contact the V.I.P Customer Service Department for assistance.
AFFILIATED VACATION CLUBS AND EXCHANGE COMPANIES
• San Francisco
Exchange
• Travel to Go
• HTSE
• New Horizons

• Pestana
 ll Points
•A
Accommodation
• Sunkiss Vacation
• Suite Life

lifestyle
you

Lifestyle Holidays Vacation Club | Playa Cofresi, Columbus Plaza, Torre 1
Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic | www.lifestyleholidaysvc.com

• TAN
• Club La Costa
• Club Land’Or
• Club Absolute
• Taranova
• Global Connection
• Vacation One Card

the

International
• GeoHolidays
• Pied a Terre
• Platinum Interchange

• Daelive

• L&M Solutions

• Q Lifestyle

• MXRU

•A
 merican Resort

• Club Resort Intervals
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